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his invention relates to furnitures and has 
for its main object to provide a furniture which 
is built up of sections so that said sections may 
be used individually as separate pieces of furni 
ture or they may assemble in a combination so 
as to provide the original furniture of which they 
are the sections. 
My invention particularly relates to the usual 

large and heavy Sofas and aims to provide a 
Sofa, which is built up of three parts, said parts 
being adapted to be used individually as chairs, 
or to be combined into the original sofa, as de 
sired, easily available means being provided for 
connecting and Securing together the sections or 
for disconnecting them. 

It is well known to those versed in this art that 
many Sofas are very large in dimension and heavy 
in weight so that Sometimes they are awkward or 
even impossible to be placed in a certain room 
and they give trouble in moving them in or out 
of certain places where the doors are narrow and 
they give similar troubles in storing or forward 
ing them. 
My invention aims to remedy this difficulty 

very often met by people who do not know how 
to use a heavy sofa in a new place and by 
movers and storage warehouses when they have 
to move such a sofa or when they have to store 
the same, and I divide such sofa into three parts 
so that the same may be easily and quickly trans 
formed into three chairs, usable separately, each 
of said chairs again being adapted to be trans 
formed into a bed and their combination into 
a sofa being also adapted to be transformed into 
a larger bed. . 

It will be seen that such a sofa may be easily 
moved in or out of any place, transferred or 
stored in a similar manner, and may be placed 
and used as one unit where the space permits 
it and where it is so desired, but its individual 
parts may be separately used in various arrange 
ments and formations to fit it to the room in 
question, and my section sofa will be also adapted . 
to be transformed into a large bed for one or more 
persons, or into several smaller or medium beds 
for children. 
other objects of my invention will be apparent 

as this specification proceeds, and among others 
I may mention: to provide a device as herein 
before characterized which will be simple in con 
struction, attractive in appearance, easily appli 
cable to sofas, couches or other similar furni 
tures, as at present used and Constructed, and 
which will be inexpensive, easy and quick in op 

(C. 155-i2) 
eration and wherein the constructional elements' 
may be attractively concealed. 

In the drawings forming a part of this speci 
fication and accompanying the same: 

Fig. is a perspective view of a sofa con 
Structed according to my invention in an assem 
bled position, portions of its covering and orna 
ments having been broken away to indicate the 
parts and their Securing to one another; 

FigS. 2, 3 and 4 are perspective views, respec 
tively, of the left hand, right hand and center 
or middle chairs into which said sofa may be 
Separated; 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing the method 
for transforming Said sofa, or any part thereof, 
into a bed; 

Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic rear view of my sofa, 
showing means whereby the backs of the parts 
may be secured to one another, while 

Fig. 6a is a sectional detail of such securing 
means, the section being taken on the line 6a-6a 
in Fig. 6; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary diagrammatical de 
tail of the rear of my Sofa indicating another 
method for securing the backs of the various 
parts to one another; 

Fig. 8 is an end view of a section of my sofa. 
showing the Securing means between the same 
and the adjacent other Section, while 

Fig. 9 is a Sectional detail on a larger scale, 
the Section being taken on the line 9-9 of Fig. 
8; 

Figs. 10 and 11 are perspective views showing 
a modified form of a middle Section of my sofa. 
with swingable arm rests applied thereto, and 

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatical fragmentary detail 
showing a modified embodiment of such an arm 
rest. 

Referring now to the drawings more closely, 
by characters of reference, the numeral 20 indi 
cates a sofa made according to my invention, in 
general, having a seat 2, a back 22, a right hand 
arm rest 23, and a left hand arm rest 24. My 
Sofa, is divided into three parts, being a right 
hand end section 25, a left hand end section 27, 
and a middle Section 26, each section being in 
dependent from the other but being adapted to 
be assembled and fitted to one another, as shown 
in Fig. 1, to form a sofa 20 and each section 
having an independent seat and back, designated, 
for the respective sections, by the numerals 28, 
29 and 30, and 3, 32 and 33. 
When it is desired the said sections may be 

taken apart and used individually, forming a 
right sided arm chair, as shown in Fig. 2, being 
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the original left hand end section, a left sided One 
sided arm chair, shown in Fig. 3, being the right 
hand end section when assembled, and an ordi 
nary upholstered chair, shown in Fig. 4, and being 
the center section 26 of my sofa when said indi 
vidual chairs are assembled, as in Fig. 1. 

It will be obvious that when the sofa is to be 
moved into or out of a certain room, its moving 
will be greatly facilitated on account the same 
being separated into the sections shown in Figs. 
2, 3 and 4, and the same is true when the sofa 
is being transported or stored. Indeed, as has 
been mentioned hereinbefore, in some cases a 
sofa, as shown in Fig. 1, could not be moved at all 
into or out of some room, or with great difficul 
ties only through a window or the like. 
a sofa into such chairs, will also be of great ald 
in case the space does not allow the use of the 
sofa as a unit, or if such a use thereof will be 
awkward and unseemly, in which case the chairs 
may be arranged in various attractive, artistic 
grOlipS. 
When the sections of my sofa are assembled 

into a unit, I use means to secure them to one 
another, and one embodiment of such means is 
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Supposing that in said 
figures, the securing of the left hand section 27 
to the middle Section 26 is indicated, I Secure on 
the middle section two hook devices 34 and 35, 
having forwardly projecting upwardly open re 
ceiving portions 36 and 37, and I secure oppo 
sitely placed axial registering adjacent similar 
hook devices 38 and 39 on the adjacent end sur 
face 40 of the left hand end section 27. A for 
ward pivoted arm 4 is secured on the end surface 
42 of the middle section 26, in alignment with the 
upper open portion 36 of the hook device. 34, and 
a similar but rearward pivoted arm 43 is secured 
to the rear thereof in alignment therewith and 
with the rear hook device 37, the two arms or 
levers 4 and 43 being interconnected by a yield 
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ing slot and pin engagement, as indicated at 44. 
When the two sections 26 and 27 are placed in 
alignment with One another, their end surfaces 
40 and 42 facing, each other, the forward end 45 
of the lever 4 will be pushed downwardly, as 
indicated by the arrow 46, thereby locking the 
upper ends of the hooks 34 and 38 to one another, 
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as will be obvious, and at the same time the rear 
portion of the arm or 4 will act through the slot 
and pin joint 44 on the rearward arm or lever 43 
and causes its rearward end 47 to lock the upper 
ends of the rear hooks 35 and 39 to one another, 
as it is shown by full lines in Fig. 8. 
When it is desired to detach sections 26 and 27 

from one another, the forward end 45 will be 
pushed upwardly so that lever 4 will disengage 
the hooks 34 and 38, at the same time causing the 
rear end 47 of lever 43 to move upwardly and to 
disengage the hooks, as indicated by the dotted 
lines in said Fig. 8. 

It will be seen that I provided a simple but 
reliable means for Securing the sections of the 
Sofa to one another or for disengaging them, 
which means may be operated in the front of 
the narrow slot or opening remaining between the 
sections of the sofa, as indicated at 48 in Figs. 1 
and 9, which slot normally may be covered and 
concealed by any appropriate draping or orna 
ment adapted to be raised when the locking or 
unlocking of the sections is desired. . 
Means will also naturally be provided to orna 

ment the end surfaces of the sections, when they 
are separated from One another and to conceal 
the securing means thereon, and one such means 

Dividing. 

a,087,574 
I indicate in Figs. 8 and 9, being simply a loose 
down-hanging ornament or draping 49 which may 
be folded and tucked between the upper portions 
of the sections, as indicated, in Fig. 9, when the 
sections are locked to one another. 
Means may also be provided to transform my 

sofa, or any section thereof, into a bed, and such 
means, and the appearance of my sofa or a sec 
tion thereof when transformed into a bed, are 
shown in Fig. 5. In the simplest form of such 
means, the upper seat portions 28, 29 and 30 of 
the sections of my sofa are hinged to suitable 
lower portions or supports thereof, as indicated 
by the numeral 50 for the left end section of my 
Sofa, the inner surfaces of said seat sections being 

O 

formed like resilient mattresses as is well known 
in this art. When these upper portions of the 
seats are opened, as shown in full lines for the 
left hand section of the sofa and in dotted lines 
for the middle and right hand sections thereof, 
legs is will automatically open to support the 
outer ends of the beds so formed, as it also is 
well known in this art, such legs normally being 
concealed in respective slots or openings 52 in the 
upper sections of the seats. It will be seen that 
by this method I may transform the whole sofa 
into one large bed for two or three persons, or I 
may transform the individual sections or any two 
of them into smaller beds, when they may be used 
independently, suitable for one person, or for 
children. 
For an additional securing of the sections to 

One another, I may employ locking means between 
the backs of the sections, as indicated in Fig. 6, 
said means comprising, a loop device 53 secured 
on the back of one section, and a similar device 54 
secured on the back of the neighboring section 
above said first loop device 53, the outer loops 
proper 53a and 54a of said devices being in 
registering coaxial relation, and then a sliding 
locking bolt or strip 55 may be pushed through 
both loops proper 53 and 54, as shown. When it 
is desired to... disengage the sections, said bolt 55 
may be removed, and I also preferably apply two 
pairs of loop devices 53 and 54, on the backs of 
each pair of sections, operated by one sliding bolt 
55. The construction of this securing device also 
naturally may be concealed by suitable orna 
ments, draperies or covering. w 

In Fig. 7 I indicate another simple construc 
tion for securing the backs of the sections to 
one another, consisting of a pivoted hook 56 se 
cured on one section, and a catch or pin 5 to re 
ceive the same, secured on the other section. 
In Figs. 10 to 12, I, finally, show a modified 

form for the middle section of my sofa, in which 
arm rest members, 58, pivoted as at 39, may be 
used as portions of the back 2 of said section, and 
may be thrown upwardly to merge with the back, 
as shown in Fig. 10, when said section is used as 
part of the sofa, or as an independent chair 
without arm rests, or they may be thrown down 
wardly to a limit support 60, as shown in Fig.11, 
when the chair is independently used and such 
arm rests are desired. . . . . 

In Fig. 12 I indicate in a fragmentary, dia 
grammatical manner, a modification of such 
arm rests, wherein an appropriately formed plate 
6 may be secured on the side of the back 32 of 
the section in an appropriately concealed man 
ner, the armrest 58 being adapted to engage and 
be supported by the various portions of the front 
edge 62 of the plate 6, when the arm rest is 
thrown upwardly. or downwardly, into its two 
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also obvious that such arm rests may be used 
on the free ends of the end sections 25 and 2 
also in an entirely similar manner. 
While I have shown the preferred embodiment 

and application of my invention, it will be un 
derstood that changes and variations may be 
resorted to in the construction, combination, de 
tails and applications thereof and I reserve my 
rights to all such changes and variations which 
are within the spirit of this specification and the 
Scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim as new, is: 
1. A Sofa, comprising a right-hand, a left 

hand, and a middle section, entirely separate 
from one another, an upholstered seat and an 
upholstered back on each section, the three sec 
tions being adapted to be placed together to 
form the sofa, having the seat and the back of 
uniform artistic design, formed of the seats and 
backs of the said three sections; an upholstered 
stationary end rest adjacent the outer side of 
each end section and normally concealed means 
on the meeting Surfaces of Said Sections to re 
movably secure them together; said meeting sur 
faces having down hanging curtains to normally 
conceal said securing means but being adapted 
to be uncovered fron. Over said Seculing means 
to permit their operation. . - 

2. A sofa, comprising a right-hand, a left 
hand, and a middle Section, entirely separate 
from One another, an upholstered Seat and an 
upholstered back on each section, the three sec 
tions being adapted to be placed together to form 
the Sofa, having the seat and the back of uniform 
artistic design, formed of the seats and backs of 
the said three sections; an upholstered station 
ary end rest adjacent the Outer side of each end 
Section and normally concealed means on the 
meeting surfaces of said sections to removably 
Secure them together; said middle section hav 
ing pivoted arms at both sides of its back, nor 
mally merging into the design of said back, but 
being adapted to swing downwardly and to form 
arms So as to fashion said middle section as an 
armchair. t 

3. A sofa, comprising a right-hand, a left 
hand and a middle section, entirely separate from 
one another, an upholstered seat and an up 
holstered back on each section, the three sec 
tions being adapted to be placed together to form 
the sofa, having the seat and the back of uniform 
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artistic design, formed of the Seats and backs 
of the said three sections; an upholstered sta 
tionary end rest adjacent the outer side of each 
end section and normally concealed means 'on 
the meeting surfaces of said sections to remov 
ably secure them together; said securing means 
comprising two pivoted interlocked arms on the 
outer vertical surface of one section and receiv 
ing hooks on the Outer Surfaces of both adjacent 
Sections, one arm having a forward, extension 
whereby to rock the same, its rocking causing 
the other arm to rock and said rocking in one di 
rection placing the arms in the respective hooks, 
and Securing Said Sections together, while the 
rocking of said arms in the other direction is 
adapted to release them from said hooks to free 
said Sections from one another. 

4. A sofa, comprising a right-hand, a left 
hand, and a middle section, entirely separate 
from One another, an upholstered seat and an 
upholstered back on each section, the three sec 
tions being adapted to be placed together to form 
the Sofa, having the seat and the back of uniform 
artistic design, formed of the seats and backs of 
the said three sections; an upholstered station 
ary end rest adjacent the outer side of each end 
Section and normally concealed means on the 
meeting surfaces of said sections to removably 
secure them together; said meeting surfaces hav 
ing down hanging Curtains to normally conceal 
said securing means but being adapted to be un 
covered from Over said securing means to permit 
their operation; said middle Section having piv 
oted arm rests at both sides of its back, nor 
mally merging into the design of said back, but 
being adapted to Swing downwardly and to form 
arm rests so as to fashion said middle section as 
an armchair; said Securing means comprising 
two pivoted interlocked arms on the outer vertical 
Surface of one section and receiving hooks on 
the outer surfaces of both adjacent sections, 
One arm having a forward extension. Whereby to 
rock the same, its rocking causing the other arm 
to rock and Said rocking in one direction placing 
the arms in the respective hooks, and securing 
said sections together, while the rocking of said 
arms in the other direction is adapted to release 
them from said hooks to free said Sections from 
One another. 

MOSES KAUFER. 
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